March 25, 2021

Via Electronic Mail

Committee on Public Safety
New York City Council
250 Broadway, Suite 1877
New York, NY 10007
Adams@council.nyc.gov

RE: Public Comment on the New York City’s Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative Draft Plan

Dear Chairwoman Adams and members of the Committee,

On behalf of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund (“LDF”), we submit the following public comment on the New York City’s Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative Draft Plan, following the Committee on Public Safety’s crucial March 16, 2021 oversight hearing (the “Hearing”).

Since its founding in 1940, LDF has used litigation, policy advocacy, public education, and community organizing strategies to achieve racial justice and equity. For example, LDF’s founding Director-Counsel Thurgood Marshall successfully argued the landmark cases of Brown vs. Board of Education, where the Supreme Court of the United States (“Supreme Court”) declared unconstitutional and unanimously overturned the doctrine of “separate but equal” and Shepherd v. Florida, where the Supreme Court overturned the convictions of Samuel Shepherd and Walter Irvin (represented by LDF), two of the four young Black men falsely accused of raping a white woman and previously convicted by an all-white jury, and remanded the case to the lower court for a retrial. Today, LDF’s Justice in Public Safety Project works to: (1) ensure accountability for police brutality and misconduct through community oversight and changes to laws and policies; (2) promote policing and public safety practices that eliminate the pernicious influence of racial and other biases; and (3) support a new paradigm of public safety that drastically reduces the presence of armed law enforcement in communities of color.

On March 5, 2021, Mayor DeBlasio released New York City’s Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative Draft Plan (“March 5 Plan”) in response to Executive Order 203 (“EO 203”). On March 12, 2021, the Mayor released a supplement to the March 5 Plan, (the “March 12 Plan”), (together, the “Draft Plan” or the “Plan”). The Draft Plan largely includes vague and undefined proposals that ultimately increase police presence in Black and Brown communities, dramatically expand investments into police programs and budgets, avoid changes to police
discipline, and omit the dynamic and transformative policing practices that advocates and communities most impacted by police discrimination and violence have called for repeatedly.

1. The City Excluded and/or Reduced Meaningful Community Engagement in the EO 203 Mandated Process and the Draft Plan

Governor Cuomo signed EO 203 in June 2020, requiring every government entity with a police department to review its policing practices and policies and develop a Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative Plan, detailing ways to improve them. EO 203 requires community members be involved in the development of the plan, that the public be allowed to comment, and that the plan be finalized and approved by the City Council by April 1, 2021. However, at a January 11, 2021 public safety hearing—nearly 7 months after EO 203 was issued—the Mayor and NYPD were unable to provide the public with a draft plan or even a defined timeline for the plan’s release. Not until March 5, 2021, less than one month before EO 203’s deadline, did the City release its first draft plan. It then unexpectedly released a supplement to the draft plan on March 12, 2021, giving the public only 19 days to review the 200+ page Draft Plan, submit comments/provide testimony, and have the Council consider the comments and testimony before voting and passing the Draft Plan.

This rushed process is illustrative of a larger concern regarding the City’s inadequate solicitation and understanding of the community’s policing and public safety concerns before drafting the Plan. For example, while the City states that it conducted over “85 community meetings and townhalls,” many of these events were announced at the last minute, providing communities impacted by police violence little to no advance notice when meetings occurred, and excluding them from the process. A coalition of local community-based groups eventually created their own series of town halls and listening sessions, called “Redefining Community Safety,” providing residents an opportunity to have their police and public safety concerns genuinely heard. A report regarding the concerns shared during these sessions is expected to be published. Advocates have since presented some of these concerns to this Committee through public comment and testimony on the Draft Plan. The timing of the submission of the Draft Plan suggests an expectation that this Committee will simply rubber stamp and accept this plan without meaningful community input. We urge you to push back and require a revised Draft Plan which addresses, at a minimum, the concerns outlined below and allows for consideration of concerns expressed by impacted communities.

2. The Draft Plan Invests Significantly More Funding in Law Enforcement and Too Little in Services for Communities in Need

Though the Draft Plan noticeably fails to specify the budgetary resources needed to support its proposals, the proposed trainings, programs, and increased role of NYPD within communities undoubtedly depletes the very resources impacted communities seek/need for critical services.

   a. The Draft Plan Assigns Resources to Police Trainings and Programs, Rather Than Investing Them in Much Needed Community Services

   The Draft Plan overwhelmingly relies on additional NYPD training and programing, committing to:
• racial bias training for NYPD leadership, including executives;
• training Neighborhood Coordinating Officers (“NCO”) in mediation, de-escalation, conflict resolution skills, and principles of Restorative Justice and reconciliation;
• expanded training to ensure a steady sector of officers have the same skills as NCOs;
• training all officers on Active Bystandership in Law Enforcement;
• training officers on how to hold one another accountable, prevent misconduct, reduce officer mistakes, and promote health and wellness;
• training for officers to provide advanced skills to support survivors of and communities affected by domestic and gender-based violence;
• NYPD creation of a Neighborhood Policing App;
• expanding the People’s Police Academy;
• expanding the Precinct Commander’s Advisory Councils;
• expanding Pop Up with a Cop;
• expanding Citizens Police Academy; and many more.

The Draft Plan’s proposed overinvestment in policing comes as low-income and communities of color are reeling from the harms of over policing and battling unprecedented health, social, and economic crises. Impacted communities have made it clear that more investments in infrastructure, social services, and safety nets would allow them to thrive and increase public safety—instead of increased police presence—which has hindered community safety and development. Additionally, the focus on police training and programming misses the opportunity to present substantive departmental changes that would decrease the disparate criminalization of communities of color, ensure consistent and fair discipline, and increase accountability. Even implicit bias trainings have proven to be ineffective at curbing police violence against people of color or disparities in other law enforcement activity. The resources allocated to support additional police training and programs should be spent on services that directly meet the needs of low-income and marginalized communities which will contribute to public safety.

b. The Draft Plan increases law enforcement presence in vulnerable communities, creating a risk of continued over-policing and disproportionate criminalization for members of these communities.

The Draft Plan sets forth a goal of ‘Community Representation and Partnership,’ and in furtherance of that goal suggests increasing the NYPD presence within the very communities it has harmed, setting forth a plan to “truly integrate and embed itself in the neighborhood,” and ensure Neighborhood Policing “becomes embedded in the fiber of the institution.” These recommendations are made despite the acknowledgement that community residents perceive police presence alone, as an occupying force in their community, rather than a partner. Embedding more officers into vulnerable communities will not reform the NYPD’s harmful policing practices or promote accountability. Instead, it perpetuates the disproportional criminalization that communities of color have experienced for decades and continue to experience.
The Plan does not propose “embedding” or increasing the presence of any other entity or group into communities, such as teachers, physical and mental health professionals, violence interrupters, food service providers, or those providing family, employment, and housing support services—only more law enforcement. This prioritizes officers’ ability to “better understand the neighborhood” and “meet with community leaders, service providers, [and] small business owners” over the services that create long-term safety for residents. The Plan’s stated goal of increasing officers’ “awareness of cultural differences and recognition of the unique needs and characteristics of New York’s many communities” does not explain decades of police violence, lack of accountability, and the subsequent lack of community trust towards NYPD.17 And improving officers’ cultural awareness does not ensure the NYPD will have fair, lawful, and nonviolent engagement with communities.

The Draft Plan must eliminate increased police presence as a method of community engagement and partnership and focus on rectifying the harms that over policing and overcriminalization of Black and Brown communities has caused. The Plan’s commitments to solicit and incorporate community feedback on NYPD policies and practices and respect residents’ right to protest and engage in other First Amendment activity are all appropriate ways to engage community members without increasing law enforcement presence and the associated risks of harm.

3. The Draft Plan Allows NYPD to Respond to Certain Mental Health Calls Without Mental Health Experts and Fails to Fully Shift Homeless Outreach and Support Away from the NYPD

The Draft Plan outlines a pilot program where Behavioral Health Emergency Assistance Response Division (“B-HEARD”) mental health teams will serve as first responders to mental health calls, instead of the NYPD and FDNY Emergency Medical Services Technicians (“EMT”). The program will begin in three high-need precincts in Harlem. While we applaud the City’s plan to remove NYPD as first responders to mental health calls, the Draft Plan does not apply the program to mental health calls that involve a “weapon” or "imminent risk of harm."18 In these instances, B-HEARD response is eliminated and the NYPD and EMT resume their role as first responders.

Though the efficacy and success of the B-HEARD program remains to be seen, one thing is clear: mental health professionals should always be a part of the first responder team when an individual is in emotional distress or crisis.19 Removing mental health professionals and relying on police and EMT response for all mental health calls that may involve a weapon or risk harm increases the likelihood of officers using deadly force and enacting the very harm the program set out to eliminate.20 Even the Draft Plan acknowledges that NYPD officers are not qualified to respond to calls for service involving people in crisis or with mental illnesses21 and that officers’ responses in these incidents “puts community members and law enforcement in an impossible situation that has too often had deadly consequences.”22 In a report issued last year the Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law specifically addressed the issue of police response to calls involving mental health issues stating:

Communities should adopt policies and provide training to identify situations that can be handled entirely by the mental health system and situations, such as those
involving violence to others, in which the police should also respond. The mental health system, and not police, should be deployed when the individual is suicidal and presents no risk to others.23

This position is one that is accepted by the Mental Health Community and advocates.24 The issues related to mental health in Draft Plan, should acknowledge and align with the recommendations of those who have the expertise and experience of working closely with this population. As the mothers of Mohamed Bah25 and Saheed Vassell,26 two Black men that NYPD officers killed while under emotional distress, stated, “[w]e want change, but it must be change that would have saved Mohamed and Saheed’s lives. . . . [NYPD response to mental health calls] must be stopped, or more Black families like ours will lose their children.”27

The Draft Plan should require rigorous data collection and annual public reporting on the calls for service in these precincts, including information such as whether NYPD officers or B-

HEARD teams responded, how often NYPD responded based on belief of a “weapon” or “imminent harm” (and include in the data collection what the weapon was), racial and other demographic data of those involved, and the outcomes of all mental health calls so the public can evaluate whether calls are sufficiently being diverted and whether the response to the calls is indeed supporting the community. This information should be disaggregated by demographics such as race and ethnicity, borough, and precinct.

Under the Draft Plan’s stated goal to “Decriminalize Poverty”, there is a recommendation to shift homeless outreach efforts from the NYPD to the Department of Homeless Services (“DHS”), and to have the NYPD take a more “supportive role.”28 However, the Draft Plan omits details explaining how and when this transition will occur as well as an explanation of what NYPD’s supportive role to DHS entails. Additionally, the Draft Plan notes that DHS and other non-profit organizations will conduct outreach to individuals experiencing homelessness without law enforcement presence “unless there is a public safety concern.”29 However, the Draft Plan does not define what constitutes a “public safety concern” or designate parameters or limitations to law enforcement involvement.

The City should work with experts and communities experiencing homelessness, and detail how it will fully shift homeless outreach away from the NYPD, beyond these initial steps. Law enforcement responses to people without housing criminalize homelessness and poverty, rather than provide the resources needed by those who are unhoused.30 To eliminate this, agencies and organizations specializing in helping unhoused communities should be provided with the resources they need to minimize or eliminate responses by law enforcement officers. Additionally, the Draft Plan should require data collection and annual public reporting on any continued law enforcement involvement in interactions with those who are unhoused.
4. The Draft Plan Continues and Expands Police Enforcement and Engagement with Vulnerable Youth

a. The Draft Plan Places Police in Schools Despite Its Harmful Effects on Youth and Connection to The School-To-Prison Pipeline

It is well-established that law enforcement officers in schools leads to disproportionate arrests, violence, and incarceration of Black and Brown youth for typical adolescent behavior.\textsuperscript{31} Disparities in school disciplinary practices and arrests, in turn, feed the school to prison pipeline.\textsuperscript{32} New Yorkers of color, teachers, and youth advocates have called for the complete removal of law enforcement officers from schools.\textsuperscript{33} The Draft Plan claims to “prioritize the health and wellbeing of youth while minimizing potential exposure to trauma”\textsuperscript{34} yet places law enforcement in schools and in youth-targeting programs. Instead of eliminating NYPD officers who are stationed in schools, labeled School Safety Officers (“SSAs”), the Plan simply removes SSA officers from the NYPD’s authority, and places them within the Department of Education (“DOE”).\textsuperscript{35} The presence of law enforcement in schools has been shown to have a negative impact on the well-being of youth.\textsuperscript{36}

The Plan states the DOE will review all policies related to SSA’s use of physical interventions on students, including the use of metal handcuffs for students 16 and older “to ensure they are trauma-informed, guided by best practices, and ultimately reduce existing racial disparities in use.”\textsuperscript{37} Despite these planned changes, SSAs under the DOE will still occupy the same role communities have opposed: law enforcement officers in schools.\textsuperscript{38} Further, the DOE’s partnership and reliance on NYPD guidance has resulted in the use of harmful police policies in programs under DOE’s leadership.\textsuperscript{39} The funding to train and support SSAs is still additional funding for something that does not eliminate the harm youth of color experience at the hands of SSAs in school, hold SSAs accountable, or support and provide resources to youth in need.

The Plan rightly commits to hiring 150 school social workers, creating 27 new community schools, and adding School Response Clinicians and Mental Health specialists to provide direct care to students in crisis.\textsuperscript{40} “Schools that employ more school-based mental health providers see improved attendance rates, lower rates of suspension and other disciplinary incidents, [lower] expulsion [rates], improved academic achievement and career preparation, and improved graduation rate.”\textsuperscript{41} Moreover, school-based health services “not only improve the health outcomes for those students, but also improve school safety.”\textsuperscript{42} The Draft Plan should expand its investments in these areas to create safe and supportive school environments for all students, rather than attempting to repurpose the role of SSAs. Safe school environments are created by providing a respectful and supportive school environment where students’ emotional and academic needs are met.\textsuperscript{43} The resources allocated for SSAs should be redirected to support the expansion and enhancement of these critical programs rather than solidifying the role of police in schools.

b. The Draft Plan Increases Police Engagement with Youth in Vulnerable Communities Through Youth-Targeting Programs

The Draft Plan expands many NYPD youth-targeting programs, including: expanding the Law Enforcement Explorers program to include 3,000 youth, aged 14-20; designating NYPD officers to rehabilitate basketball courts and a soccer pitch at the Colonel Charles Young Park in
Harlem; expanding the police sponsored Saturday Night Lights program to provide free sports programs at 100 additional gyms; increasing ‘Pop up with a Cop’ where officers and other personnel set up tents in neighborhoods for 1-2 hours with youth; creating an NYPD Community Center in East New York; and establishing an NYPD partnership with New York City Housing Authority (“NYCHA”) specifically to rehabilitate NYCHA basketball courts. Investments in youth and recreational programs are needed however, given the NYPD’s history of targeting and harming youth of color, such investments and programs should not be contingent on the involvement of law enforcement officers. For example, the NYPD’s unconstitutional stop and frisk practices disproportionately targeted Black and Latino males, aged 14-24, despite officers finding no weapon and executing no summons or arrest on the youth 80% of the time. Similarly, the NYPD’s gang policing practices focus almost exclusively on surveilling, gathering information, and criminalizing young people of color and NYCHA residents, resulting in a disproportionate representation of Black and Latinx youth in the Department’s gang database, and subsequent overcriminalization of youth. These harmful practices over police the very youth that the NYPD plans to engage through the Draft Plan’s listed youth programs. The proposed investments create opportunities for expanded police surveillance and criminalization of youth both in and outside of schools—a better investment would focus on trusted community partners, programs, and mentors who are not connected to law enforcement.

5. The Draft Plan Does Not Outline a Concrete Way to Eliminate the Department’s Race Discrimination and Unnecessary Use of Force.

Under the goal of Recognition and Continual Examination of Historical and Modern-Day Racialized Policing, the Draft Plan promises to examine all City policies and practices that perpetuate structural and institutional racism; create a process to acknowledge, address, and repair past and present injustices and trauma caused by racially discriminatory policing; produce a report documenting these practices and more. We commend these plans but emphasize that all efforts addressing, evaluating, acknowledging, or repairing the City’s racially biased practices or repairing their harms, must be led by and centered around Black and Brown communities that have borne the brunt of these harms. Community engagement efforts must be far-reaching and specifically tailored to include Black and Brown New Yorkers of all ages, income levels, and backgrounds. Last-minute and limited engagement efforts, like those the City employed during the EO 203 process and creation of the Draft Plan, are unacceptable and illegitimate.

Beyond this acknowledgment and review, the Draft Plan does not specify how the City will change the decades of entrenched racially discriminatory practices. It indicates that NYPD will undergo an independent review to “identify and assess persistent structures of racism within the Department,” but the NYPD is already under the supervision of a federal court and an independent monitor—and has been since 2015—following multiple lawsuits alleging systemic racial discrimination and profiling by NYPD officers. Though the Draft Plan quickly glazes over these lawsuits, noting that the current federal monitorship has “changed[d] the culture and fabric of the NYPD” resulting in a “fundamental transformation,” the reports of the independent monitor suggest otherwise. According to the independent monitor’s October 2020 status report, though the Floyd court approved the NYPD’s revised policy barring racial profiling and other bias-based policing in August 2015, “the NYPD is not yet in compliance with implementation of the racial profiling policies.” The monitor found racial disparities in the NYPD’s stops and frisks,
noted that the Department’s stop reports were “deficient in articulating reasonable suspicion for stops and frisks and legal justification for searches.”

The Draft Plan does not address these failings; rather, it declares that the City has “ended the era of Stop and Frisk,” “reformed its stop and frisk policy and training,” and justifies the NYPD’s nearly 12,000 stops and frisks in 2020 (although admitting that “the overwhelming majority of such encounters are still disproportionately Black and Brown New Yorkers,”) by contrasting it to the NYPD’s 700,000 stops in 2011. The Draft Plan also fails to explain how its proposed supplemental independent review will end the racial disparities in NYPD’s policing practices that remain after five years of court oversight.

Regarding officers’ use of force, the Plan proposes to “[e]liminate the use of unnecessary force by changing the [NYPD’s] culture through policy, training, accountability, and transparency,” then cites to changes the NYPD has already made, noting that:

“In recent years, NYPD has developed policies and procedures that enable officers to rely primarily on non-force techniques to effectively police, use force only when necessary, and de-escalate the use of force at the earliest possible moment. These reforms related to use of force have produced real results.”

The policy changes already implemented have not eliminated officers’ unnecessary and excessive use of force. As community members, advocates, and youth made clear at the March 16, 2021 hearing, the NYPD’s policing practices continue to regularly include excessive and harmful force. Within the last year, the nation has watched as NYPD officers violently used excessive force by beating and pepper spraying peaceful protestors against police violence, brutalizing and punching a Black resident for not social distancing while outside; attacking a woman and a young child for not wearing a mask while in the subway, and countless other documented harms.

The City’s denial of the severity of the NYPD’s continued racially discriminatory practices and unnecessary use of force casts doubt on the efficacy of the Draft Plan’s proposals on these issues. The Draft Plan should outline concrete actions the Department will take to eliminate racially discriminatory policing and the necessary use of force and establish disciplinary consequences for the failure to adhere to these critical reforms.

6. The Draft Plan Fails to Ensure Meaningful Transparency, Accountability, and Oversight of NYPD Officers

The Draft Plan does not address the public’s call for greater NYPD transparency and accountability. It ignores the current inadequacies of the Civilian Complaint Review Board (“CCRB”), bypasses essential components for effective civilian oversight of police misconduct and concentrates the Mayor’s oversight power of the NYPD.
a. The Draft Plan Should Address Necessary Improvements to the CCRB’s Effectiveness and Independence Without Eliminating the OIG or CCPC’s Oversight

Reforms are needed to ensure the CCRB is effective and independent. In January 2021, former CCRB leadership revealed that investigators’ determinations are sometimes overturned without sufficient justification, after CCRB Board Members convene to discuss recommendations. The former members stated that justice for police misconduct depended on the Board Members assigned to the complaints rather than the merits of the investigation and recommendation. The Draft Plan does not address this issue nor present solutions for ensuring CCRB investigations are evaluated on the merits. The Draft Plan should mandate annual reporting and analysis of all CCRB case recommendations that are overturned by CCRB Board Members to identify potential patterns of bias.

Additionally, the Draft Plan does not address the fact that the CCRB has no binding disciplinary authority, and that all CCRB complaint determinations, even if substantiated, are subject to the Commissioner’s discretion. The Draft Plan must advocate for removing the Commissioner’s ultimate disciplinary authority; commit to making CCRB complaint determinations binding on the Department; and require the Commissioner to implement discipline, where complaints are sustained, within a designated time.

Rather than addressing the gaps in CCRB’s authority and effectiveness, the Draft Plan suggests combining two other independent oversight agencies, the Department of Investigation’s Office of Inspector Generals (“OIG”) and the Commission to Combat Police Corruption (“CCPC”), into the CCRB. Because the CCRB is the sole oversight entity with membership appointments by the NYPD, combining the OIG and CCPC into the CCRB would eliminate these agencies’ ability to act as a check and balance on the NYPD—effectively concentrating NYPD oversight authority in the one entity that the NYPD can significantly influence. Accordingly, the Draft Plan must not propose combining the OIG or CCPC within the CCRB. The Draft Plan must instead focus on strengthening the OIG and CCPC, advocating for their policy recommendations to be binding and expanding their powers to better address the systemic deficiencies in the NYPD.

b. The Plan Should Address Other Impartiality Concerns and Barriers to Investigations and Discipline within NYPD.

The Draft Plan fails to address other impartiality concerns in NYPD’s disciplinary process. For example, it characterizes administrative trials regarding officer discipline as “impartial and fair.” However, NYPD’s trials are conducted at NYPD Headquarters, decided by an NYPD Trial Commissioner from NYPD’s Officer of Commission Trials, who makes a determination on NYPD officer misconduct. To ensure impartiality, the Draft Plan should require administrative trials be conducted by an administrative judge that is not affiliated with the NYPD or CCRB.

Further, the Draft Plan outlines vague proposals that do not specify how the City will revise its actions. For example, it requires the NYPD provide the CCRB timely access to body-worn camera footage but fails to specify what timeline the NYPD will be required to adhere to or the repercussions if the NYPD fails to do so. The Draft Plan also establishes a Patrol Guide Review Committee but does not state what authority the committee will have, who will be on the
Committee, how members will be selected, if the committee can amend the NYPD’s patrol guide, and what – if anything – will be done with the committee’s findings beyond the NYPD’s identification of policies and practices that need to be “changed for the future.”

And finally, as made evident at the Hearing, both the Draft Plan and the NYPD rely heavily on the Department’s disciplinary matrix to hold officers accountable for misconduct. However, as multiple advocates, noted during the public comment period for the matrix, it is vague and does not establish uniform discipline or even guarantee proportional discipline for officers engaged in even the most egregious infractions. The Draft Plan does nothing to address or remedy this concern. The Draft Plan should clarify its proposals, enumerate penalties for NYPD failure to adhere to each proposal, and set standards for revising ineffective and nonuniform provisions of the disciplinary matrix.

Conclusion

While the City’s Plan claims to seek transformative changes in public safety, the recommendations it includes fall short of its stated goals. The City should not increase investments and resources into the NYPD’s already-large budget through additional law enforcement officers and programs in under-resourced communities. It should instead invest in the programs and services that will build long-term sustainable public safety and enhance the well-being of communities.

We urge the Council to first denounce the City’s failed use of the nine months it had to meaningfully engage communities, draft and present a plan to the Council and the public that includes community’s demands for transformative revisions to NYPD policing and public safety and allow time for public comments. Next, we urge you to require the City to incorporate the above recommendations into a final revised plan.

Thank you for considering these comments. If you have questions or concerns, please contact Katurah Topps at 646-592-3761.

Sincerely,

Katurah Topps
Policy Counsel

Puneet Cheema
Manager, Justice in Public Safety Campaign

Lisa Cylar Barrett
Director of Policy
CC:
City Council Speaker Corey Johnson
Mayor Bill de Blasio
Commissioner Shea
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